CHAPTER 2
The Church Interior & Furnishings

The oldest item in the Church must be the Early English font (fig.32).
Baptism was the sacrament
that made an infant one of
the church community. It
follows that baptismal fonts
were a vital a part of the
church. Fonts are often
placed near the entrance to a
church's nave to remind
believers of their baptism as
they enter the church to
worship. (In England the use
of a Baptistry building that
was separate from the church
itself, as seen in continental
Europe, never prevailed.)
Fig 32: The Early English Font

In appearance the font in Springthorpe Church is very plain, a simple
drum basin surmounting a pedastel surrounded by three unornamented
columns. However, judging by the score marks around the font basin
itself, some deteriorated surface decoration may well have been rubbed
down during the Victorian restoration of 1865. The original decoration
may even have been deliberately defaced during the Reformation.

Fonts were eventually (around the thirteenth century) required to be
covered and locked “to guard against profanation”; originally their
covers were simply flat, movable lids. The wooden cover that is in use
today at Springthorpe church is raised with a pulley system.
Reformation
The earliest documentary evidence of the contents of Springthorpe church
is a surviving terrier of 1566.18 It is transcribed in fig.33 and written in
Modern English here:
In the first place, the images of the Rood, Mary and John and all
other images of popery were burnt AD 1561, Robert Naylor and
William Andrew churchwardens.
All our Mass books and all other papist books were burnt and cut
in pieces by Sr Richard Robinson, our parson in the year 1561.
One vestment sold to William Burre by Robert Naylor and William
Andrew
One other vestment of silk cut in pieces and a cloth made from it
for our communion table
The rood loft taken down and the boards from it nailed up at the
east end of the church to keep out the rain and wind, and the beams
and posts we have reserved to mend a common house in our town.
Two candlesticks of wood, broken and burnt in the year 1561, and
one cross of wood.
One pixe and one chrismatorie broken in pieces and taken away
One old albe cut in pieces and given to the poor people
2 banner cloths were burnt in 1561
2 altar stones broken in pieces, defaced and used as paving
One paxe burnt 1562
One sepulcre burnt 1561
One holy water can, broken in pieces
As for other monuments of superstition we had none in Queen
Mary’s days and that we will swear upon the book (Bible).
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A terrier is an inventory of goods belonging to the Church. This one was transcribed in
Oxoniensis “The History of Heapham, Pilham and Springthorpe” (1905) p.15. The original
document is now in the Lincolnshire Archives.

Springthorpe. William Burie and George Swyfte, Churchwardens, 8 Apr 1566.
-

In primsi, the image of the roode Marie and Johnne and all other Imagies of
papistrie - were burnte anno dni 1561. Robert Nailer and William Androwe,
Churchwardens.

-

Item. All or. masse books and all other paptisticall bokes - were burnte and
cutt in peces by Sir Richard Robinson, or p'sonne, ano 1561.

-

Item. One vestment - sold to William Burre by Roberte Nayler and William
Androwe, Churchwardens, ano 1561, and he haith cut yt in peces and made
cusshinges thereof.

-

Item. One other vestment of silk - cut in peces and a clothe made thereof for
or. comunion table.

-

Item. The roode loft - taken downe and the bordes therof were nailed up at
th'este end of the church, to kepe oute raine and winde, and the beames or
postes therof we have res'ved to mend a common house in or. towne.

-

Item. Two candlesticks of wood - broken and burnt in ano 1561, and one cross
of woode.

-

Item. One pixe - broken in peces and made awaie and one crismatorie.

-

Item. One old albe cutt in peces and geven to the poore people.

-

Item. ii banner clothes - were burnte ano 1561.

-

Item. ii alter stones - broken in peces and defaced and paved.

-

Item. One pax - burnt 1562.

-

Item. One sepulchre - burnt 1561.

-

Item. One hallywater can - broken in peces.

-

As for other monuments of sup'spicion, we had none in Quene Maries daies,
and that we will depose upon a boke.
Lincoln. John Aelmer, Archdeacon of Lincoln
George Mounson gen, ar.
Martin Hollingsworth. 18 Apr 1566.

Fig.33: Transcription of the original terrier of 1566

This Reformation document confirms that any objects relating to Roman
Catholicism (papistrie) had been destroyed. The value of this document
to us today is that it gives us a picture of how the interior of Springthorpe
church might have looked before this Reformation.
The first item on the list, “the image of the roode Marie and Johnne”,
refers to an image (a painting or sculpture) of Christ on the cross (the
rood), flanked by the Virgin Mary and St John. This image would have
been positioned above the chancel arch in a narrow gallery called the
Rood Loft, usually accressed by a staircase. In a medieval church, a
wooden Rood Screen separated the Chancel from the Nave, marking the
division between the domain of the priest and that of his parishioners.
One that has survived is in the little church of Cotes-by Stow and is
illustrated here (fig. 34) as an example. The one at Springthorpe, like
many others, was probably decoratively carved and with brightly painted
panels. “All other Imagies of papistrie” probably included pictures of the
saints on this screen, and crucifixes placed around the church. All of these
had been burnt in 1561. An idea of how such a painted screen might have
looked can be seen in fig. 35 showing a Neo-Gothic one.
In the shaft of one of the south columns of the nave there is a rectangular
cavity about one inch deep (see Fig.36). There is still a reddish
colouration to the cavity, as if it once held a painting. It is evident that at
one time something was embedded there. It is possible that one of the
‘Imagies of papistrie’(for example, a crucifixion scene) used to be housed
there, although it could have been something of much later origin.

It is telling that “the east end of the church”, in other words the Chancel,
was by then in such a state of disrepair that the wood and boards of the
demolished rood loft were utilised to keep out the weather! This clearly
indicates the continuing great neglect of the Chancel’s structure by
successive Rectors.
Other items on the list:
A Rood was a cross as symbol of the Christian
faith but none survived the Reformation anywhere
in England. This is a reconstruction of how such
a rood may have appeared (fig. 37)
Fig. 37

A pix / pyx was the vessel in which the
‘host’ or consecrated bread of the
sacrament was reserved.
The one illustrated here, as an example, is
only 3 ½ inches high and is in the
collection of the British Museum (fig.38)
Fig. 38

A chrismatorie was the vessel that contained the
chrism or consecrated oil. It could also be a case
containing three flasks of oil – for baptism, for
confirmation, and for annointing the sick. This
example is in the Victoria & Albert Museum and
dates from 1636 (fig.39).
Fig. 39

A paxe was a tablet of gold, silver, ivory or
glass, bearing a representation of the crucifixion
(or other sacred subject). This was kissed by
the priest conducting the Mass and then passed
to the other officiating clergy. It was then
passed to the congregation to be kissed.
Fig. 40 Example of a paxe

A sepulchre was a permanent or a temporary structure in a church for the
dramatic Good Friday burial of the reserved sacrament, together with
images of Christ - especially crucifixion scenes. Since the one in
Springthorpe church was burnt, it suggests that it was made of wood and
therefore a temporary structure rather than part of the permanent stone
fabric of the church. English sepulchres were almost invariably near the
high altar of the church, on the north side. The most elaborate structures
created for this purpose included some kind of chest that could be closed
once it had received its sacred contents on Good Friday. Candles would
have been set up around it and it would then have been watched over
constantly until it was reopened on Easter morning.
Introduction of pews:
There were other changes during the Tudor period. The rise of the sermon
as a central act of Christian worship, especially in Protestantism
following the Reformation, made for the introduction of certain new
items of church furniture. Sermons had become very long – two to four
hours was not uncommon. This meant that congregations needed to sit
down to listen. Pews, therefore, became standard fittings in the naves. In

addition, the preacher needed a lectern, or even better a raised pulpit,
from which to deliver his orations effectively. Neither the pews nor the
pulpit in Springthorpe Church are the original ones.
The Eighteenth Century
The next documentary evidence that gives details of the church furniture
is an undated terrier signed by Rev.Thomas Wells, who was Rector from
1744 to 1775.

--Furniture in the Church of Springthorpe—
3 Bells
2 Surplices
A Cushion for the Pulpit
A Bible
A Common Prayer Book and the Book of Canons
A Book of Homilies
A Green Clothe for the Communion Table
A Diaper Napkin Tablecloth
A pewter flagon and plate
A Silver Chalice and cover weighing 7 ounces
A Chest
Thos. Wells Rector
Samuel Hill Churchwarden
[Springthorpe Par. 3 Terr Undated]

The history of the bells, the first item on this list, is fully explored in
Chapter 3. A carved oak 17th-century chest, now in the Organ Chamber,
may be the one mentioned, but it is by no means certain, as other antique
items of carved oak in the church today are not listed here.

The Nineteenth Century
The Victorian restorations of Springthorpe Church made great changes to
the appearance of the interior, as already described in Chapter 1. The
floor was now covered with red and black tiles, and Victorian pews were
installed. In addition to these, a monochromatic painting above the
Chancel Arch depicting the Crucufixion is a revival of the idea of a
medieval Rood (fig.41). We have no knowledge of the artist
commissioned to paint this. Beneath it, an inscription has been painted
around the curve of the Chancel arch: “I if I be lifted up from the Earth
will draw all Men unto ME” [quoting John 12:32].
This inscription, as well as the painted “ihs” monogram decoration of the
east wall of the Chancel, suggests the Anglo-Catholicism of the
nineteenth-century “Oxford Movement”, a movement of High Church
Anglicans that sought to affirm the Catholic, rather than the Protestant,
heritage of Anglicanism. The Rev E.L.C.Blenkinsopp, Rector of
Springthorpe, was one of this persuasion. A lectern in the church may
well date from this same period of restoration. Carved into the panel that
faces the congregation is again the “ihs” monogram (fig. 42).
Hidden away in the North Vestry are a number of painted panels that
appear to have been part of a Neo-Gothic chancel screen that was erected
as part of the Victorian restorations, but removed in 1923 because of rot.
These panels are labelled with the names of a variety of English saints: St
Etheldreda, St Alfreda, St Ofthrida, St Ostryth, plus St Gilbert, St Chad
and two of St Hugh (one as a child). Early research revealed that all of
these saints were connected with East Anglia at some time during their
lives.

However, a newspaper report found in the Guardian of 26th August 1891
explains the story behind these panels, and explains the imagery more
fully. It states that a Miss Whaplate of Scotter did the paintings on the
existing chancel screen. All of the panels depict Lincolnshire saints, or
saints with some connection with Lincolnshire. The four panels on the
right hand side depicted St Hugh the Bishop, St Hugh the boy martyr, St
Gilbert of Sempringham (the only founder of an English order of monks),
and St Chad. Those on the left side depicted St Ethelreda, Queen and
Abbess; St Osyth, Queen and Abbess; St Ofthrida, Queen and Abbess;
and St Alfreda, Queen. The paintings were been re-framed in groups of
two or three when the chancel screen was removed. Based on the
newspaper’s descrition the pictures can be reassembled to get an idea of
how the chancel screen might once have looked (see fig.43).
Amongst the other odds and ends squirrelled away in the vestry of is a
disintegrating poster (fig.44). It is a “Table of Kindred and Affinity”
showing which relatives you were forbidden to marry under the incest
laws. Published before 1907 (when the list changed) this one probably
came to the church in the late nineteenth century, when it would have
hung on the wall for all to see.
The Twentieth Century
In January 1923, the Rector of Springthorpe Parish, Rev. Benjamin
Davies, and the Churchwardens, George William Stephenson and Charles
Joseph Kell, were granted permission to have a carved oak Pulpit
installed by the north wall of the Nave.19 This Pulpit was to be dedicated
to the memory of those men of the Parish who lost their lives in the Great
War. The petition indicated that there was no Pulpit in the church at that

time. It was also proposed that an oak tablet be placed at the side of (or
above) the Pulpit with the following inscription:
This Pulpit was erected
In Memory of
Charles Cook
Joseph King
Archie F. Lidgett
George Spindley
Who fell in the Great War
1914-1919

The work was completed in August 1923, as indicated by an invoice in
the same file of the Archives (see fig.45). Although the pulpit has since
been replaced, the Memorial Plaque survives (see fig.46).

Fig.45: Invoice for the memorial pulpit.

In addition, it was proposed in the petition that the Chancel Screen,
consisting of “painted deal boards in a dilapidated condition”, be
removed to provide access to the Pulpit from the Chancel. It must have
been at this time that the painted panels were framed to presrve the
surviving pictures of the saints.
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Lincoln Archives: Springthorpe Par. 9 30 Jan 1923

Still hanging on the walls of the church are two framed,
decoratively written lists. One of these is yet another Roll of Honour to
those locals who served in the Great War (fig. 49). The accumulated
evidence suggests that this war must have had a profound effect on the
villagers of Springthorpe. In addition to the three honour rolls mentioned
already, there is an oak collection plate with a brass plaque attached to the
base. Mrs Kell gave this to the church on Easter Day 1919 in gratitude
for the safe return from war of her son, Capt. G.W.Kell (fig 50). No
similar Rolls of Honour or memorials exist for those who served in the
Second World War.

Fig.50: Base of the Collection Plate commemorating the safe return
of Capt. G. W. Kell from the First World War.

The other list hanging on the church’s north wall names all the Rectors of
Springthorpe Church up to [F]red [B]utterworth dated 1937 (fig.48). This
last name lacks the red capital letters, as if whoever wrote it had run out
of red ink! The writings of Re. Davies again tell us more:

“The present Rector (the Rev. B. Davies B.D.) has been able to
compile a list of the Rectors of the parish from 1227 nearly 700
years ago. It was a difficult task but after overcoming many
hindrances and patient search it was completed. The long list has
been beautifully mounted and can be seen hanging on the north
wall of the nave of the church. It is a list of which ‘Springthorpe –
Its Church and People’ can be justly proud.”20
The Rev. Benjamin Davies, from whose writings so much has been
learned, especially regarding events in the early 20th century, retired as
rector of Springthorpe parish in 1937, before the outbreak of the Second
World War. For later information we must turn to the Churchwarden’s
accounts.
In 1965 at the annual Parish meeting, in reporting on the progress of
the Chancel restoration, reported that the wooden floor of the pulpit side
was “completely infested with woodworm”. Probably this infestation
eventually ruined the pulpit itself, although there is no mention of it.
Nevertheless, in 1973 “the new pulpit” was under discussion by the
church council and it was decided to erect this pulpit temporarily to
assess its suitability.

In 1982 the PCC minute book mentions the elaborate commemorative
plaque that is now in place on the church wall, that was originally in the
Primitive Methodist Chapel. It has an inscription, carved into a marble
slab, which includes the names of ‘those who served’ as well as ‘those
who fell’ in The Great War (see fig.47).
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See Appendix 3

The Twenty-first Century
Aug 2008 to Churchwarden Michael Anyan from Michael Czajkowski of
Edmund Czajkowski & Sons Ltd., Cabinet Makers and Antique
Restorers:
1. Oak court cupboard, inscribed on top rail “16 H/WA 83”. Front doors
carved. Sides plain panelled. Hinges replaced.
2. Late 17 century chair with raised panel back and stylised flowers carved in
cresting. Originally rope-supported seat, now replaced by wood seat.
3. Oak 18 century table with gun barrel turned legs with ring turning beneath.
4. Oak early to mid 18 century long box with wood batons on front to simulate
panels.
5. Oak panelled 17-century chest with carved front panels and front rail.
6. Back stool late 17 century with horizontal panel in upper part of back with
scroll carving.
7. Back stool late 17 century with full single horizontal panel in back carved with
lozenge design.

Only one item on the current list of church furnishings corresponds to an
item on the 18th-century list – a
chest, which may refer to item 5
above (see fig. 52). The other
seventeenth and eighteenth century
furniture must therefore have come
into the church after the eighteenthcentury inventory of Thomas Wells
Fig. 52: 17th-century chest

(figs.51 & 53).

The Court Chest bears an interesting inscription in the top border:
H
83
16
WA
This tells us that it was made in 1683 for someone with the initials HWA.

Fig 51(a): The Court Cupboard

Fig 51(b): Detail of court cupboard showing inscription

Fig 53: Three, 17th-century carved oak chairs

